billevesées - l’estaminet *
* Billevesées: Old-fashioned French term (Fifteenth century)
meaning twaddle, nonsense.

Supposing funny high coloured columns had grown
on the square during the night.
It would have been just like an invitation
to freely share a good time and say anything you want
in an imaginary pub.
Just let the conversation flow !
Speaking can never be a waste of time
…even of silly things !
(It is not necessarily sillier than doing anything else).
Well, just do as you like.

concretely
device and dimensions :
 five counters, bases for inflatable structures of 2.35 meters high > total height : 4.06 meters
blowers and lights using 220 Voltage (20Watts + 50Watts = 70Watts x 5 counters = 350Watts)
 five benches, bases for inflatable structures of 3.80 meters high > total height : 5.03 meters
blowers and lights using 220Voltage (160Watts + 80Watts = 240 x 5 benches = 1200Watts)
 base on the ground

conditions
inflatable spectacular installation  1900€/day. The company is not liable for V.A.T. tax.
transport  round-trip from Toulouse – € 0.65/km (long distances, please contact us).
duration of the performance  up to 8 hours a day maximum
Installation 
 a technical room should be put at our disposal and provided with electrical power supply.
 the intervention site should be provided minimum 3 hours before the beginning of the performance
 the van of the Company should be able to be parked very close to the assembly area
of the structures.
electrical power supply  two 10/16A 220V electrical power supplies shall be provided very close
to the installation area of the structures.
installation for several days in the same place 
 the organization will be in charge of security and safety during the night.
(Should it be impossible, the organization will have to provide a storage room for the mounted structures
in-between the performances (door opening: 1.50 meters)
staff 
 one person of the organization’s staff to help unload and reload the equipment
 one person of the organization’s staff will be required to keep the place safe and secure depending on
the duration of the performance.
 the company will be assuring continuity in the technical maintenance of the structures used
but the organization’s staff will be in charge of security and safety of the place and structures.
accommodation  2 people
 2 single rooms - A secure garage should be provided for a van.
 2 nights : we will be arriving the night before (depending on the distance from Toulouse
and the time schedule of the first performance), we will be leaving the following day.
catering  2 people
 dinner the night before, lunch and dinner the day of the performances.
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